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The Imperial Suite - A Palace in the Sky
   

September 12, 2016,  Beijing, China
 

The jewel in the crown of  Four Seasons Hotel Beijing is located on its highest floor. The Imperial Suite
spans 730 square metres (7,860 square feet) and boasts a 250 square metre terrace (2,690 square foot). It

offers an elite "Palace in the Sky" for celebrities and distinguished guests looking for the very finest comforts

and exclusivity, as well as a prestigious venue for high-level meetings, product launches and cocktail parties

for up to 80 guests.

http://www.fourseasons.com/beijing/
http://www.fourseasons.com/beijing/accommodations/suites/imperial_suite/
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The sprawling Imperial Suite covers the entire 27th storey of  Four Seasons  Hotel Beijing. The Suite

features a master bedroom wing with its own living area, exercise room and bathroom with steam and

whirlpool.

For those travelling with family or friends, there are two additional bedrooms each with their own marble

en-suite. A large dining table seats 16 for in-room banquets prepared in the Suite’s open kitchen. The

dining room leads into the living room with a baby grand piano. There’s also a library study and media

entertainment room.

A rare treat in the capital, the Imperial Suite’s large terrace offers an expansive outdoor living space with a

fire pit and private plunge pool. A staff kitchen and separate staff access allows the Suite to be serviced and

meals prepared by chefs without disruption to the guests. Ensuring the utmost privacy and convenience, the

Imperial Suite is accessed via direct elevators to either the Suite’s common area or the bedroom area.

New York design firm DiLeonardo took inspiration from the surrounding Beijing Diplomatic District, home

to international embassies and leading global companies. Envisioning the home of cosmopolitan and

sophisticated ambassadors, the elegantly appointed Suite celebrates a lifetime of acquisitioned art, precious

artifacts and furnishings from around the world, with accents of gold, crimson and purple. The interior design

beautifully blends Chinese traditions with contemporary design and up-to-the-minute technologies. 

Guests of the Imperial Suite also enjoy round-the-clock butler service and VIP privileges throughout their

stay. These include a full mini bar replenished daily, breakfast and in-room dining, bath amenities and

access to the Executive Club Lounge.

Additional services such as a welcome bottle of Champagne and VIP fruit basket, plus up to eight pieces

of complimentary laundry or dry cleaning. Round trip airport transfers by BMW 7 series, a daily chauffeured

driver (within CBD or 20 kilometre/12 mile radius use) and VIP Meet and Greet service at the airport.

Services are subject to terms and conditions.
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